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Gas prices expected to rise even higher
Republicans attack Gore for not backing waiver of EPA requirement

By Kenneth R. Lamke
of the Journal Sentinel staff

Last Updated: May 31, 2000

The already-high price of reformnlated gas in the Milwaukee area jumped again Wednesday by six cents a gallon and will probably continue to
rise for at least the next couple of weeks, an American Automobile Association official said Wednesday.

With a major pipeline set to shut down Friday for 10 days for tests, "it makes us a little nervous that the other shoe is about to drop" because of
the supply interruption, said Ernest Stetenfeld, vice president for public and governmental relations with the AAA Wisconsin chapter.

According to AAA figures, the price of a gallon of regular gas in metro Milwaukee averaged $1.80 Wednesday. A year ago, regular gas here
averaged $1.14 a gallon.

Asked whether he saw any light at the end of the tunnel, Stetenfeld said, "The tunnel next week looks a little dim."

Meanwhile, Republican leaders said Vice President Al Gore doesn't care about high gas prices in the Milwaukee area because he declined Tuesday
to support a federal waiver of the reformulated gas requirement.

And Republicans said they would move ahead, as planned, with a lawsuit against the federal Environmental Protection Agency in an attempt to
overturn the rule.

"AI Gore could have hit a political home run yesterday by announcing that he had directed the EPA administrator to lift the reformulated gas
requirements," Rep. F. James Sensenbrenner Jr. (R-Wis.) said. "He chose to do exactly the opposite."

As a result, motorists in the six southeastern Wisconsin counties will continue to pay at least 15 to 25 cents a gallon more for their gas than
motorists in areas that use conventional gas, Sensenbrenner said at a news conference at Glendale Amoco, 509 W. Silver Spring Drive.

Rep. Tom Barrett CD-Wis.) fired back at the Republicans.

"The people of southeastern Wisconsin want lower gas prices," he said. "They don't want protracted litigation or partisan sniping.

"I will do everything 1 can to work to lower the price of gasoline and not play the blame game."

As Democrats have repeatedly done, Barrett pointed the finger at the petroleum industry.

"The huge differential we're seeing in seeing in southeastern Wisconsin cannot remain," he said. "Because if it does, either customers are being
gouged or the industry did not prepare adequately for this program."

Rule Blamed for Price

Most of the increase in gas prices here and elsewhere has resulted from the worldwide increase in the price of oil, which
stood Wednesday at $30.35 a barrel, up from $16.33 a year ago, according to figures reported in the Wall Street Journal.

But some of the increase in the price at the pump is the result of the reformulated gas requirement, Stetenfeld said. The rule
affects 17 metro areas that together cover about one-third of the daily motor fuel use in the United States, he said.

When the rule requiring use of a new form of reformulated gas took effect May 1, the average price per gallon in the
Milwaukee area was $1.48, according to AAA figures.

At the current $1.80 a gallon, gas here costs about 18 cents a gallon more than in other areas of Wisconsin where the
requirement does not apply, Stetenfeld said.

Milwaukee is paying more for gas than any other metro area required to use reformulated gas except Chicago, where the
average price is $1.95 a gallon, he said.
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One possible reason why Milwaukee and Chicago prices are higher than those in other reformulated-gas areas is that less
MTBE-based reformulated gas is used, Stetenfeld said.

Oil producers stopped supplying MTBE gas to the Milwaukee area in 1995, after many residents here complained that it
made them ill. Chicago apparently also uses somewhat less MTBE gas than other areas, Stetenfeld said.

MTBE is not illegal, although the EPA conceded in the fall that the additive pollutes groundwater and said it would begin to
withdraw the product from the market.

"It's sort of daunting and becoming more daunting by the day," Stetenfeld said of reformulated gas prices.

Stetenfeld said the pipeline shutdown could put more upward pressure on prices.

"The second five days of the shutdown are probably the more pertinent period," Stetenfeld said. "The first five days, I've
been told, they ship refined products other than gasoline. Diesel, other solvents. It's the second five days in which they
would be shipping gas.

"Unless this price already fully anticipates any crimp in supply - and that's possible - it makes us nervous. We're already
paying the second-highest prices in the country" outside California, which has air standards that are even more stringent
than those of the EPA.

Stetenfeld said AAA welcomed Gore's call for a federal investigation of whether oil producers and gas suppliers are
conspiring to raise prices higher than necessary. And he said the organization might support Assembly Republicans'
intention to sue the EPA for a waiver from the gas requirement, depending on the legal grounds cited in the suit.

Stetenfeld said he doubted whether a temporary waiver during the pipeline shutdown, if granted, would have much effect on
prices.

Republicans Blast Gore

Sensenbrenner and his fellow Republicans continued to attack Gore, the Democratic presidential candidate, and the EPA.

"Yesterday, Al Gore came to town and asked for higher gas prices," Sensenbrenner said. "He called for ratification of the
Kyoto treaty on global warming. The Energy Information Agency in 1998 said that ratification of Kyoto would increase the
price of gasoline by 14 cents to 66 cents per gallon" above the current price. "This is a prescription for a recession, or
maybe even a depression."

Sensenbrenner was asked about Gore's call for a federal investigation into whether oil and gas producers were using the
reformulated gas requirement as an excuse to collude to force prices higher than need be. Sensenbrenner said:

"The fact is the Energy Department testified before the (House) Commerce Committee in March of this year that supplies
of gasoline were so tight that any change in policy, including a change in reformulated gas requirements, would cause price
spikes. And that's exactly what happened.

"All he's trying to do is cover his backside."

Assembly Speaker Scott Jensen (R-Town of Brookfield) said at the GOP event that Assembly Republicans will choose a
law firm Friday to pursue the lawsuit they announced last week. They announced the suit before the EPA on Friday rejected
a bipartisan request for a temporary waiver from the reformulated gas requirement.

The EPA said it had no authority to grant a waiver to relieve high prices. It could grant a waiver if supplies of reformulated
gas were short, but they are not, the agency said.

Barrett added: "The Clean Air (Act) amendments were passed under President George Bush with massive Republican
support. So any waiver has to be consistent with those regulations and laws."

Jesse Garza of the Journal Sentinel staff contributed to this report.
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